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    Eastby Eastby Eastby Eastby     
    
ClimbsClimbsClimbsClimbs – 50+    
AltitudeAltitudeAltitudeAltitude 320m 
FacesFacesFacesFaces  South 
 
Other condition info: Other condition info: Other condition info: Other condition info:     Good all year venue. The crag is a big sprawling affair with 
many good areas. Generally the problems are quite high and some landings are 
poor but the quality is generally good and the rock sound. The upper tier is well 
featured rough grit which gives a good selection of lower grade problems whilst the 
lower tier is generally more compact giving harder problems. 
 
Being one of the main crags in the area attracting the likes of Allan Austin, Ron 
Fawcett and other leading climbers from each generation as well as local climbers 
(of which Ron Fawcett was one) many of these problems have been done for years 
but not recorded.  First accent information is recorded at the end of the text.    
    
Parking and approach infoParking and approach infoParking and approach infoParking and approach info: : : :     See Yorkshire Gritstone Guide Volume 2. It can be very 
busy on nice days and so please park considerately. If you want a quieter venue 
consider Halton Heights or Shelter Cliff just up the road. 
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Apache 
Pleasant area with some quality 

problems. The most exposed part of 

the crag but also a real sun trap. The 

landings are generally good. 

 

 
 

1 Goyahkla Font 6a* 

The front of the pillar from a sit start 

on the left.  Feet only on vertical 

pillar. Big campus between pockets 

then finish via flake in the middle of 

the block. The standing start from 2 

is Font 5. 

 

2 Apache Font 4* 

The hanging groove in the right 

arête of the block. The sit start as 1 

is Font 5+. A good variation is to 

climb the arête on the right side 

without the groove/crack at Font 5+. 

 
To the left of the Apache block is a 

small nose. 

 

 
 
3 Mohican Font 6a 

Sit start and from the flake slap left 

around the top block and rock onto 

the small slab. Finishing direct to the 

arête (a) is a one move wonder at 

Font 4. A sit start to the nose to the 

right would be good. 

 

 
    
4 Lone Ranger Font 4* 

The overhang via the flake in the 

roof from a sit start to a big jug over 

the lip. 

 

5 Jay Silverheels Font 5 

Traverse the lip via the obvious 

seam from right to left and finish up 

the left wall. 

    

    
 

6 Turncoat Font 3 

The pleasant pocketed wall.  

 

7 Renegade Font 3 (MS)* 

The centre of the slab gives a good 

outing on solid pebbles.  

 

8 Renegade Arête Font 3 

The worthwhile right arête finishing 

up the right side of the nose. 
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9 Crazy Horse Font 6a+** 

The excellent uphill arête from a sit 

start. Start at the two obvious 

pockets, finish via the hanging crack 

rocking right at the top. 

 

10 Totem Pole Indirect Font 4+* 

Sit start, from the lowest block 

traverse the lip and rock onto the 

slab which is climbed via the two 

pockets.  

 

11 The Totem Pole D (Font 1+) 

The crest of the arête from the 

bottom block. 

    
Below Apache 
Directly below the Apache group are 

two more worthwhile boulders. 

 
1 Easy Nose Font 3 

The front of the nose on big holds. 

 

2 Crack and Arête Font 5* 

Sit start up the crack from the big 

hold then follow the sharp arête on 

its left side. No holds right of the 

crack or arête. 

 

3 Crack and Groove Font 6a+* 

Same start as 2 then slap 

precariously left up the groove.    

    
 
4 The Pod Font 3+ 

The pod is worthwhile. 

 
5 Pod Arête Font 4 

The high left arête may need a clean 

first. 

 
6 Pod Slab Font 4+ (VS, 4b)* 

The undercut slab soon eases after 

an awkward initial move. 
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Blue Max 
Just right of the Apache group is 

another excellent group boulders 

centred on the pinnacle climbed by 

the route Blue Max. Interestingly the 

pinnacle has a large hole running 

through it which is an old fern cast. 

    

    
 

1 Blue Max Indirect Font 3 (MS) 

The well featured crack and slab to 

the top of the pinnacle feels high. 

 

2 A Trail of Tears Font 5+ (VS,5b)* 

Make a difficult starting move to 

gain the line of pockets up the slab 

and a worrying finish to the left of 

the runnel. 

 

3 Ghost Dance Font 6b* 

The right hand side of the striking 

hanging arête. Start directly below 

this feature and make a difficult 

rockover to easier ground and a 

rounded insecure finish. No 

boulders to the left.  A sit start 

would be good. 

 

4 Ghost Dance Lefthand Font 5 

The left hand side of the arête then 

follow the lip left to the big jug to 

finish. Start sitting on the big 

boulder. Transferring into this from 

3 at the obvious jug on the lip is a 

good alternative finish to 3 at F6b**, 

no standing on the big boulder. 

 

5 Shadow Wolves Font 5 

From a sit start on the rounded 

boulder track the two large pockets 

to a rounded finish. 

 

6 Tomahawk Font 5+* 

Sit start and rock onto the nose to 

gain the rail and the big finishing jug. 

    

    
    
To the left in the gully are three 

more problems. 

    
    

    
 

7 Tomahawk Arête Font 4+ 

Left side of the arête from a sit start. 
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8 Sundance Font 6a* 

The nice wall from a sit start without 

either arête and finishing direct to 

the notch. 

    
9 Hole in the Wall Font 3+ 

On the opposite wall follow the 

pleasant pocketed wall between the 

cracks. 

    

    
    
10 Campesino Font 5* 

Opposite the Blue Max pinnacle is 

an obvious block. Start hanging the 

lowest rail below the roof and 

campus to gain the obvious flake 

hold then finish direct. The lower 

block is out for the feet at this 

grade, using it lowers the grade to 

F3+. 

There is more at a higher level and 

to the right. 

 

11 Comanchero Font 6a* 

The crack splitting the nose from a 

sit start is mean. 

    
    

    
    

    
    
12 Get off Your Horse and Drink 

Your Milk Font 5+** 

Sit start the sharp arête then move 

left to climb the fine hanging arête 

using the pocket, golden oldie. 

Continuing up the sharp arête (a) is 

Font 4. 
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Mr Grumpy    
 

 
 

The roof followed by the route Mr 

Grumpy gives several good 

problems. 

 

1 Mr Grumpy Font 4* 

Left side of the arête from standing. 

The sit start from the crack is Font 

4+. 

 

2 Mr Grumpy Indirect Font 6a* 

From the crack to the left traverse 

the lip to join 1. Sit start by crossing 

the roof to just right from the crack 

and loose block is F6a+. 

 

3 Crabby Slab Font 4+ 

Direct over the roof and up the 

middle of the slab from standing. Sit 

start by crossing the roof as 2 is Font 

6a. 

 
A Pair of Teeth 
Good area offering lots of slab 

problems. The landings are generally 

better than they look. 

 

 
 

 
 
1 Marathon Man Font 5 

Left side of the slab from sit start. 

Trend left via pocket and high flake 

to a poor exit. 

 

 

 
 

2 Dr Szell Font 6a* 

Centre of the slab from sit start. 

Rock onto the slab via flake and 

trend right via pebbles and high 

flake. Holds on 1 are out, poor exit. 

 

3 A Pair of Teeth Font 6b (E3,6a)* 

Right side of the slab on big pebbles. 

Feels high but the landing is good. A 

test of nerve for the heavier climber. 

 
4 Molar Font 3+ (HS,4b) 

Arête on right side. 

 

5 Incisor Font 3 (S,4a) 

Slab/scoop is pleasant. 
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6 K9 Font 3 (S,4a) 

Right side of the slab. 

 

7 Aperitif Right Font 3 (S,4a)* 

Starting left of the blunt rib and 

moving to its right side is good. 

 

8 Snifter Slab Font 4 (VS,4c) 

Centre of the slab to the right of 7. 

 

9 Snifter Crack Font 4+* 

Start as for 7 but follow the slanting 

crack right and finish up the obvious 

crack. A good warm-up. 

 
Solid Air 
The big quarried boulder to the left 

of the track leading to the main crag 

is home to two of the crags hardest 

problems and is justly popular. 

 

 
 
1 Any Given Day Font 7b+ 

The wall starting from the rail direct 

to the undercut pocket. 

 

2 Solid Air Font 7b 

Big dyno from the rail to the top of 

the boulder. Well named. 

 
3 Original Air Font 6b 

Rocking onto the ledge and using 

the flakes in the wall to gain the lip 

was the original problem on this wall 

and is worthwhile. Harder and 

better if you just use the lower flake 

at Font 6 something. 

 
 
 

West Boulders 
A group of boulders below the 

western end of the crag. 

 

 
 
1 Pit Slab Font 6a* 

Sit start in pit and up the slab. 

 

2 Hueco Roof Font 6a 

Sit start up the overhanging face. 

 

3 Hueco Arête Font 5 

Sit start up the overhanging side of 

the right arête. 

 
Main Crag 
A large selection of problems some 

of which are high and with poor 

landings. They provide a good warm-

up for the routes on the main crag. 

 

1 Ship Of The Line Font 6a* 

The left side of the arête and 

capping roof is escapable below the 

roof. Sit start extends the problem 

at the same grade. 

 

2 Contrived Slab Font 4 

Centre of the slab without using 

either arête. 

 

3 Index Boulder Slab Font 4 

Sit start up the scoop and slab. 

 

4 Index Boulder Scoop Font 5* 

Sit start then traverse left and over 

bulge. 

 

1 

2 
3 
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5 Index Boulder Slab II Font 4 

Up the wall then pad up the slab. 

 

6 Index Boulder Arête Font 4+ 

Sit start up the overhanging side of 

the right arête. 

 

A traverse around the lip of the 

boulder and a direct onto the slab 

would be good.  

 

7 Crack and Rib Font 4* 

Sit start and follow crack only then 

the blunt rib to rockover exit right at 

the top. 

 

8 The Frantic Slapper Font 5+* 

Right side of the arête just right of 

the chimney. Good but with a high 

insecure finish. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

9 Impetus Font 5 

The blunt arête to the right 

generally on positive holds to a high 

finish. 

 

10 Little Pinkie Font 5 

The centre of the slab has a 

reasonable landing. 
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11 Arêtus Font 6a (E2,5c)* 

The right side of the curving arête 

feels like a route and has a very bad 

landing. 

 

 
 

 
 
12 Ill Gotten Gains Font 8a+ 

The wall using the crescent feature 

is one of Yorkshire’s hardest 

problems and much sought after. A 

direct version has been recorded 

and an important pebble has 

disappeared since the first ascent. 

 

13 The Third Person Font 7b+ 

The left hand side of the striking 

arête. 

 

 
 

14 Dawn Till Dusk Font 4+ 

The overhanging start to this route 

makes a good problem. Escape left. 

 

 
 

15 Disco 2000 Font 6b+ * 

The curving blunt arête on its right 

hand side to a smeary finish. Using 

the left arête of the block towards 

the top (a) is easier at Font 5+. 

 

15 Deborah’s Groove Font 6b* 

The attractive technical groove using 

the small arête to the right. 
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Over the Wall 
Excellent quality with a good 

selection of extended problems. 

 

 
 
1 Flawed Diamond Font 5* 

Left side of the arête using the flake 

feature then follow the seam left 

and finish via a hidden slot at the 

base of the crack to the lip and 

upper crack. 

 

2 Diamond Arête Font 6b** 

Sit start to 1 gaining the low pocket 

of Conflict Diamond with the left 

hand and finishing up the rounded 

arête without the vertical crack or 

slot to the left (the finish to Conflict 

Diamond). 

 

3 Conflict Diamond Font 6c** 

An excellent technical outing. Start 

with the right hand in the right 

pocket and climb the wall using the 

arêtes left side to gain the break. 

Finish as for 2. 

  

4 Welcome to the Machine Font 6a* 

Up the front using both edges. A low 

start using the low side pull for the 

right hand and arête for left is better 

at F6a+. 

 

 

5 Have a Cigar Font 5* 

Up the wall via the pockets and 

finish direct. An easier finish is via 

the flake to the right. 

 

6 Ledge Arête  Font 4+ (VS,5a)** 

Good high arête right of the 

chimney on its right side. The sit 

start up the square nose to the left 

is Font 6a. 

 

7 Ledge Groove Font 5 (VS,5b)** 

The nice slab via a big rockover. The 

sit start up the hanging scoop is 

White Goods Hugger Font 6a**. 

 

8 Ledge Wall Font 4+ (VS,5a) 

An easier version up the right side of 

the slab via the flake feature in the 

break. The Sit start is Sit Again Font 

F5+. 
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Up and to the left of this bay is 

another large block. 

 

 
 
9 Block Slab Font 4+ (VS,5a) 

Up the high slab on the front of the 

block. The sit start from the big hold 

in the pit is Font 6a*. 

 

10 Block Arête Righthand Font 4+ 

(VS,5a) 

Left side of the arête. 

 

11 Block Arête Lefthand Font 4 

Right side of the arête. 

 

12 Block Wall Indirect Font 5+* 

The wall on pockets just right of the 

arête trending right to a mantle 

finish. No big hold on the arête. 

 

13 Block Wall Font 3 

The short wall. 

 

Back over the fence and at a lower 

level by the wall is the excellent 

ConDemNation block. 

 

14 ConDemNation E1,5c (Font 6a)* 

Use the chipped holds and arête to 

gain the good inclined hold to the 

right and an easy finish. 

 

14a Natures ConDemNation E2,6a 

(Font 6b)** 

13 without the chipped holds gives a 

good sustained sequence. 

 

15 ConDemNation Arête E2,6a (Font 

6b)* 

A start to ConDemNation up the 

right side of the arête without the 

chipped holds. 

 

16 Direct ConDemNation Font 6b* 

The right hand arête of the face on 

its left side starting to the left of the 

big tree to join ConDemNation at 

the inclined hold. 

 

 
 

The pinnacle to the right offers two 

more good problems. Despite its 

colour the rock is good and the 

landings flat. 

 

17 Soul Ultimatum Font 6b/ E3,6a* 

Make hard starting move through 

the roof then escape left via the 

scoop (Font 6b) or take a deep 

breath and rock right into the centre 

of the buttress and aim for the 

finishing runnels (E3,6a). 
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18 Accidental Baby E1,5c (Font 5+)* 

The high right arête with the crux at 

the top on the side with the big 

drop. 

 
Hanging Boulders 
A group of problems above nose 

buttress has several striking and 

worthwhile lines but some poor 

landings. 

 

 
 

 
 
1 Leaning Arête Font 5 

Sit start in pit and up the 

overhanging side of the arête. 

 

2 Leaning Slab Font 5* 

Sit start as 1 then rock around onto 

the nice slab. 

 

3 Bail Left Font 4 

The left arête on its right side is 

atmospheric. Remember to bail left. 

 

4 Don’t Bail Font 5 

The right arête requires an on sight 

approach. 

 

Dead Babies 
 
This area gives a selection of high 

problems with average to good 

landings surrounding the desperate 

Dead Babies. 

 
1 Baby Wall Font 5 

Left side of the wall without 

standing on the block to left. 

 
2 Baby Crack Font 4 

Centre of the wall using thin slanting 

crack. 
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3 Baby Baby  VD (Font 3-)* 

Worthwhile clean arête left of the 

chimney. 

 

4 White Rabbit  E1,5b (Font 5)* 

Bridge the open corner then 

layback/mantle directly staying on 

the left side of the arête to stand on 

the pedestal. Escape right (Font 5) or 

finish up the left side of the arête via 

the twin runnels (E1). A good warm 

up for the main event to the left. 

 

 
 
5 Go Ask Alice  E1,5c (Font 6a)* 

Sit start up the overhang and left 

side of the arête forming the left 

edge of the corner (the start of Dead 

Babies) then palm left to join 4. 

 
6 Dead Babies  E5,6b (Font 7a+)** 

The beautiful arête offers an 

unrelenting sequence from the end 

of the traverse to the top runnel. 

The landing is good and so it could 

be considered a highball. The direct 

start (a) is UK 6c and is highly 

acclaimed. 

 
7 The Green Party Manifesto  Font 4 

(VS,4b)* 

Right side of arête finishing using 

the obvious boss. Start by rocking 

onto the right side of the plinth. 

Starting up 4 and rocking right low 

down is better at Font 4+ (VS,5a). 

Don’t be put off by the colour. 
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First Ascent Information 

As noted in the introduction 

bouldering has probably taken place 

on this crag since it was visited by 

the early pioneers in the 1930s and 

many top climbers have climbed 

hear however until the bouldering 

revolution of the late 1980s ascent 

information was not generally 

recorded. During early visits in the 

early 1990s the author noted signs 

of previous ascent notably on the 

main crag and Conflict Diamond 

area. The lines of Campesino, Crazy 

Horse, Get off Your Horse and 

Original Air also showed signs of 

ascent at this time. Boulder 

problems in the Pair of Teeth area 

are noted in the 2014 YMC Guide. 

Most of the remaining problems 

were recorded by the author 

between 2015 and 2017 but many 

showed signs of previous ascent. A 

lot of this stuff needs the grade 

confirming as not many ascents 

have been recorded - Malcolm 

Townsley, November 2017. 

 

Recorded first ascent information is 

listed below: 

Aperitif Left and Right, Brian Swales 

c1990. 

Apache, Renegade, Renegade Arête, 

Mr Grumpy by Brian Swales. 

1997/98. Mr Grumpy was named 

after a character in a local pub. 

Goyahkla, Ghost Dancer by Malcolm 

Townsley September/October 2017. 

Any Given Day by Dave Sutcliffe 

2000s. 

Solid Air by Jim Purchon 2000s. 

Ship of the Line by John Hunt and 

Stewart Boutcher 7
th

 October 2007. 

Impetus by Kevin Barrett April 1988. 

Aretus by Derek Hargreaves April 

1988. 

Ill Gotten Gaines by Steve Dunning 

2011. Direct by Tom Peckitt 8
th

 

February 2015. 

ConDemNation, Soul Ultimatum by 

Robin Nicholson 13
th

 May 2010. 

ConDemNation Arête, Natures 

ConDemNation, Direct 

ConDemNation by Malcolm 

Townsley April 2016. 

Dawn Till Dusk by Kevin Barrett and 

Tim Pollard. 

Conflict Diamond, Disco 2000, 

Deborah’s Groove, Diamond Arête 

by Robin Nicholson 2015. 

White Goods Hugger, Sit Again by 

Paul Clark April 2015. 

Accidental Baby by Paul Jenkinson 

Spring 1990. 

Dead Babies by Dave Peg 25
th

 March 

1990, Direct by Dave Musgrove (Jnr) 

1998. 

White Rabbit, The Green Party 

Manifesto by Malcolm Townsley 

August 2017. 

 


